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Avalon in 1848, Note the Extensive Dune Ridges
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North Set of Sand Ridges Southwest of 7th St.
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Close to the Boulevard Lies One Ridge



This ridge Lies Just Across from 35th St.



The Core Tube is 10’ into Clean Sand at 

the 35th Street Sand Ridge

The weathered cedar stumps from a second

Sand ridge location west of No. Wildwood



West side of 35th Street Ridge



Cross section at the 35th Street Ridge



View to the Northeast Between the 

Oldest and the Middle Ridges



From the Marsh Surface to the Middle 

Ridge Crest



Chincoteague, VA Where Similar Ridges 

are Much Younger in Age





5.1 cm diameter piston core with the dark basal organic layer just above the sand from Graven

Island site #3 obtained 2.8 meters below the present salt marsh surface.  The sand layer is to the 

right and the salt marsh peat is to the left.  

This organic layer had a C14 date of 1710 +/- 40 BP.



Early Work in the 1970’s

Schwing and Cherup defined the Holocene deposits filling the 

Absecon Creek basin north of Route 30, between the mainland and 

Absecon Shores.  The R&PD support was in the form of two radio-

carbon dates from the basal cedar peat and the oldest salt marsh 

material.  The dates of 4,100 + or - 150 years for the former and 

3,700 + or - 180 years for the latter material were used to define the 

time of recent (Holocene) sea flooding in the bottom of the valley 

5.5 meters below present mean high water.



Therefore, Avalon IS Cooler by a Mile

Avalon began to appear as narrow, elongated ridges of beach & dunes when the 

Romans Dominated the World

Prior to that, the Garden State Parkway in Cape May County was essentially the 

“dunes” with open ocean extending from there seaward.

Each successive ridge extended to the northeast, trapped sediment between it and the 

most recent older ridge until marsh plants took root.

Ridges gradually, through storm overwash and dune breaches, filled in between the 

ridges with marsh or sand flats to make Avalon part of Seven-Mile Island

The only other such features exist in the marsh west of North Wildwood south of that 

City’s access boulevard.

These ridges once held mature red cedar trees, cut by earliest European settlers, but 

other than the roads to the island cut across them and the filling some areas for 

development, little use has been made of the linear features.  They are a window to the 

past history of Avalon.



Second Issue:  Does Backpassing Sand Work?

1. Cost for project mobilization 5% of that for a hydraulic dredge

2. Equipment use costs, labor rates are far less

3. Engineering and design work is far less

4. The sand source is easy to determine and access

5. We know that the material is the right stuff

6. Environmental impacts are very low



In 2016 Sand was Moved to 21st Street & North



In 2018, a More Seaward Excavation 

was done.

The sand again was derived from the 35th Street borrow zone (31st to 40th).

Trucks hauled it on the beach to 10th to 15th Streets and placed it at the dune toe

The deposit was graded out as a higher elevation berm providing access to the beach

Total sand quantity moved was about 60,000 cy.



The Final Analysis is:

1. Sand backpassing does not replace hydraulic projects

2. However, it does extend the interval between hydraulic work

3. Avalon has two permitted zones for extraction, 35th and 58th Sts.

4. Sand from hydraulic projects arrives first at 35th Street.

5. 30 years of study has seen a 450-foot advance in the shoreline

6. Multiple ridges of dunes have been added seaward of the 1982 line

7. Sand mining is graded to zero taken landward into the berm area

8. Sand arrives from the ocean, migrating landward as a bar system

9. Berm ponds are a function of a wide berm, not sand backpassing

a. Build a wide beach, then the berm crest is ~ 1.0 feet higher

b. During a full moon, the tide goes over the berm crest and 

generates the pond

c. Drainage is slow, and often needs outlet channels dug

d. Storms flatten the berm somewhat, so the problem goes away
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